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TORT LIABILITY FOR PHYSICAL HARM TO POLICE ARISING FROM PROTEST: COMMON-LAW PRINCIPLES FOR A POLITICIZED WORLD

Ellen M. Bublick* & Jane R. Bambauer**

INTRODUCTION

Protest is fundamental to a democratic society. It enables people to associate with others to voice their opinions effectively, and to advocate for change. As the United States Supreme Court wrote in the case of a 1960s civil rights boycott of white merchants in Mississippi’s Claiborne County, “by collective effort individuals can make their views known, when, individually, their voices would be faint or lost.”¹ In the United States and abroad, protest has played a central role in political and social transformation.

Legal suppression of protest, not only through criminal law but also through imposition of civil liability, has long presented First Amendment concerns. As the Supreme Court has made clear, “[t]he use of speeches, marches, and threats of social ostracism cannot provide the basis for a damages award.”² When tort liability threatens constitutionally protected speech, the Court has limited causes of action for defamation, false light, invasion of privacy, intentional infliction of emotional distress and misrepresentation.³

Abroad, there are many examples of tort liability’s use to suppress protest. Russian law provides a recent cautionary tale. As legal scholars

---

² Id. at 933.
from Russia have described, Russian courts have granted “unhindered” liability against opposition leaders for pure economic losses to businesses impacted by pro-Navalny protests. Courts have imposed this liability even though economic loss is not generally recoverable in Russian tort law, actual evidence of economic loss from the protests has been thin to nonexistent, and there are few, if any, legal ways to demonstrate opposition to the government despite its acts in contravention of international law. Both at home and abroad, concern about the use of law, including tort law, to suppress protest is well-grounded.

At the same time, governments do not show up to a protest as an abstract concept. For now, at least, law enforcement requires the effort of human officers. Officers are harmed when crushed against metal doors. They suffer brain injury when hit by rocks and bottles. As Joseph Heller wrote in his classic book Catch-22, there was a “grim secret” that an airman hit by anti-aircraft fire “spilled all over the messy floor. . . . Man was matter . . . Drop him out a window and he’ll fall. Set fire to him and he’ll burn.” Protests that are not peaceful raise real risks of physical harm to persons—bystanders, other protesters, and police. In protest, as in other activities, “violent conduct is beyond the pale of constitutional protection.”

Tort liability doctrines in the context of physical harms suffered by police during protest must navigate two critically important sets of values—on the one hand, protesters’ rights to free speech and assembly, and on the other, the value of officers’ and bystanders’ lives and health, and their right to petition courts for redress. Courts must incorporate both sets of values into the opinions they craft. Specifically, when state courts define common-law duties of care owed to officers and other professional rescuers, they must account for traditional tort principles of deterrence, accountability, and compensation for physical harm, while Amendment has upended tort law, see generally Kenneth S. Abraham & G. Edward White, First Amendment Imperialism and the Constitutionalization of Tort Liability, 98 Tex. L. Rev. 813 (2020).

5. Id. at 265–67.
7. See Doe v. McKesson, 945 F.3d 818, 823 (5th Cir. 2019).
9. Professor Eugene Volokh reminds that the central issue of tort liability is risk of violence by the protesters, not violence against them because of their speech. See generally Eugene Volokh, The Right to Defy Criminal Demands, 16 N.Y.U. J.L. & Liberty 360 (2022).
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not exercising viewpoint discrimination or chilling speech. This is a
difficult and exacting task. As the Supreme Court wrote in a recent suit
brought by an officer who had been injured during a protest, "[w]hen
violence occurs during activity protected by the First Amendment, that
provision mandates ‘precision of regulation’ with respect to ‘the grounds
that may give rise to damages liability’ as well as ‘the persons who may
be held accountable for those damages.’"

This Article develops a list of questions to guide courts when they
determine the common law tort liability of protesters to police. To be
sure, much is currently being written about the tort liability of police to
protesters, and rightly so. In both contexts, victims of violence lack the
legal protections that traditional negligence law would ordinarily pro-
vide. It is time for courts to consider whether civil recourse has been
too stingy to both types of victims.

That physical harm to police can raise the potential for tort liability
may be a surprise to people who are not well versed in contemporary
tort law. As described more fully in Section I, for decades, courts have
limited officers’ injury claims under common law doctrines such as “the
firefighter’s rule.” The firefighter’s rule has recently been described as
imposing constraints on professional rescuers’ suits against those who
innocently or negligently create a peril that occasions the officers’ presence
within the scope of the officers’ employment. The contours of the
firefighter’s rule vary greatly among jurisdictions.

12. See infra Section I for the discussion of firefighter’s rule.
14. We use the term “police” to include those who act in a policing capacity.
17. See, e.g., Restatement (Second) of Torts § 345 cmt. c, d (Am. L. Inst. 1965) (“firemen and policemen entering under authority of law, without [a purpose connected to the business of a land possessors], are commonly held by courts to stand on the same footing as licensees”); Gibson v. Leonard, 32 N.E. 182, 189 (Ill. 1892). Courts have limited liability for injuries incident to military service, even when the injuries are not suffered in combat, under the Feres doctrine. Feres v. United States, 340 U.S. 135, 144 (1950). In this Article we will call the rule the “firefighter’s rule.”
18. Restatement (Third) of Torts: Miscellaneous Provisions Firefighter’s Rule (Am. L. Inst., Tentative Draft No. 2, 2023) (“An actor who innocently or negligently creates a peril that occasions the presence of a professional rescuer owes no duty to that professional rescuer when the rescuer is injured by the very same peril that occasioned the rescuer’s presence and the rescuer is injured while (1) on duty, (2) acting within the scope of employment, and (3) engaged in the performance of emergency activities.”); see also Dan B. Dobbs et al., Hornbook on Torts 605 (2d ed. 2016) [hereinafter Dobbs et al., Hornbook on Torts] (Limited Duties to Professional Risk Takers: The Firefighters Rule) (“When firefighters, police officers, and perhaps other public safety
Increasingly, however, each of the major premises for this court-made limitation on officer suits has been discarded in other contexts. Specifically, the Restatement (Third) of Torts, and many courts, have said that a duty of reasonable care is owed to licensees. Similarly, the Third Restatement and most states have jettisoned all-or-nothing doctrines of implied assumption of the risk. In the face of widespread abandonment of the main doctrinal foundations of the firefighter’s rule, and the frequent availability of commercial insurance to cover firefighters’ losses in the same manner as others’ losses, many courts have reduced restrictions on officer recovery in cases of negligently caused physical harm. Accordingly, the possibilities for officer-initiated injury claims have expanded.

Indeed, this year, courts in the United States must decide several appellate-level lawsuits that ask who, if anyone, can be held accountable for the severe physical harms suffered by police called upon to respond to violent protests. Two highly visible cases well illustrate the trend. In the first case, *Thompson v. Trump*, one hundred and forty United States Capitol Police officers were injured on January 6, 2021, during organized attempts to overturn the results of the U.S. presidential election. Two of the officers who were struck and crushed, along with eleven representatives of the United States House of Representatives, filed suit based on allegations that the defendants had incited the violence that caused the plaintiffs’ harm. Named as defendants were former President Donald Trump, Donald J. Trump Jr., Rudolph W. Giuliani, Representative Mo Brooks, various organized militia groups—including the Proud Boys, Oath Keepers, and Warboys—and the leader of the Proud Boys, Enrique Tarrio. The police officers sued only former officers are injured by perils that they have been employed to confront, many courts hold that they ordinarily have no claim against the person who created those perils; noting that the rule is typically applied to negligent and strict liability conduct).


21. Thompson v. Trump, 590 F. Supp. 3d 46, 62, 71 (D.D.C. 2022) (“The Blassingame Plaintiffs claim to have suffered physical injury. (‘Officer Hemby was crushed against the doors on the east side trying to hold the insurrectionists back.’); (alleging Officer Hemby suffered ‘cuts and abrasions’ over his face and hands); (The insurrectionists struck Officer Blassingame in his face, head, chest, arms, and what felt like every part of his body.’)”) (citing complaint). See also Brief for United States as Amicus Curiae at 2, Blassingame v. Trump, No. 22-5069 (D.D.C. Mar. 2, 2023), https://www.washingtonpost.com/documents/0a50eb3b-4573-47bc-90f7-0dece1034ad4.pdf?itid=lk_interstitial_manual_17 [https://perma.cc/BZ5X-CJCS].
President Trump.\textsuperscript{22} In the criminal courts, many of the individual protest organizers have already been sentenced to jail for their misconduct. Enrique Tarrio was sentenced to twenty-two years in prison.\textsuperscript{23}

In the second police-officer tort injury case wending its way through the courts this year, \textit{McKesson v. Doe}, a Baton Rouge police officer suffered traumatic brain injury when he was hit by an object (perhaps a rock or slab of concrete) that was thrown by an unidentified protester during a July 9, 2016, Black Lives Matter protest in Louisiana. The officer sued Black Lives Matter and protest organizers for instructing protesters to block the highway in front of police headquarters and then escalating conflict with police that day.\textsuperscript{24} Organizer DeRay McKesson originally faced a criminal charge of “obstructing a highway of commerce,”\textsuperscript{25} but those charges were ultimately dropped.\textsuperscript{26}

In both cases, the plaintiff police officers have asserted their rights to physical security and redress for injury, while the protest-related defendants have invoked their protected interests in speech and assembly.

Both cases pit the physical safety of police officers against the First Amendment rights of protest organizers, but this is not to say that the two cases present the same factual bases, assert the same causes of action, or require the same outcome. Rather, the juxtaposition of cases is meant to highlight the breadth of political contexts in which the conflicting values of free speech and assembly on the one hand, and physical security on the other, play out. By considering this pair of current cases together, our aim is to create an analytical framework that recognizes the threats involved in decisions in this context, to both speech and safety, without as great a risk of ideological distortion.\textsuperscript{27}

In Section II, we spell out the First Amendment free speech interests involved. We begin by examining liability based on pure speech versus liability for expressive conduct that violates rules of general applicability. While free speech doctrines draw a sharp distinction between speech and conduct, we address the cases that apply these doctrines,

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{22} Brief for United States as Amicus Curiae at 9, Blassingame v. Trump, No. 22-5069 (D.D.C. Mar. 2, 2023).
\textsuperscript{24} Doe v. McKesson, 945 F.3d 818, 822–23 (5th Cir. 2019).
\textsuperscript{27} John Rawls, \textit{A Theory of Justice} 132–33 (1971) (using the heuristic device of the veil of ignorance). Many articles in this area sound like partisan screeds.
\end{flushright}
which present more blurry lines. We also review existing free speech doctrines in the context of incitement of third-party violence. Next, we outline the ways in which free speech principles have intersected with negligence law. We find that liability is less likely in cases of general, rather than contextualized, expressions. Moreover, cases involving harm to third persons have been more successful than cases involving harm to listeners. Finally, we summarize our approach to assembling these sets of applicable free speech doctrines.

Our substantive thesis, presented in Section III, is that free speech precedent will permit negligence liability against influential speakers (including protest leaders) only if the liability rule is designed to protect the plaintiff’s significant interest in physical safety, and when the defendant knew or should have known that their own expressive conduct would heighten the risk of listener misconduct in a particular spatial-temporal context, and the increase in risk to physical safety is not the result of political viewpoint. Even then, the negligence liability of a protester who actively creates a risk of injury by a third person can withstand constitutional muster only when the negligence action is specifically defined to comport with First Amendment dictates to isolate defendant’s protected and unprotected conduct.

Procedurally, we believe that when analyzing common-law liability claims for physical injuries suffered by police in the highly political circumstances of protest, courts would do well to think through a framework of content-neutral questions to aid their analysis. Our hope is that this Article will help judges identify and analyze salient factors when both constitutional free speech protections and tort law physical safety interests matter to the analysis. Our goal is to maximize states’ important interests in officers’ physical safety and access to civil recourse, as well as protesters’ First Amendment rights.

In conclusion, we comment on the published January 6th and Black Lives Matter torts opinions and illustrate several important issues that were overlooked in judicial analysis of those plaintiffs’ common law claims. In the decisions, the Louisiana Supreme Court seems not to have addressed the importance of federal constitutional free speech interests in shaping the tort claim itself, and the federal courts seem not to have appreciated some particulars of state common law negligence actions.

This Article is chiefly designed to address common-law tort claims. However, the issues highlighted here may be relevant to some statutory claims as well. Moreover, the First Amendment analysis in this Article

28. Factor lists have proven helpful in a number of tort and constitutional law contexts. See, e.g., Tunkl v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 383 P.2d 441, 444 (Cal. 1963) (identifying factors to guide whether exculpatory clauses are against public policy).
is shaped by current interpretations of the amendment’s requirements. As understandings of federal constitutional rights change, or when state constitutions apply unique standards, further considerations may shape the analysis. In addition, courts can, and often must, add their state’s precedent and then-prevailing statutory constraints as well.

I. **Protesters’ Duty of Reasonable Care to Avoid Creating Risks of Physical Injury to Officers?**

This Section begins the analysis on the tort law side of the ledger. Federal First Amendment issues will be identified and incorporated next. In this way we explore important state interests before examining federal constitutionally-imposed restrictions on them.

In terms of tort liability, whether protesters owe a duty of reasonable care to avoid creating risks of physical injury to police can be separated into two issues. First, what duties of care do protesting persons owe to others more generally? Second, does the fact that the injured party was an officer alter that calculation? Because the firefighter’s rule has played such an important doctrinal role in the liability question, we examine the two issues in the opposite order. First, what duties of care are owed to officers more generally? Second, does the protest context alter those duties? We examine these two issues in sequence: officer as plaintiff and protester as risk creator.

A. **Officer as Plaintiff**

In the simplest case, if a driver fails to use reasonable care and crashes into a car being driven by another person, the negligent driver can be subject to liability to the injured driver. Suppose now that the injured driver is an on-duty police officer. Should the plaintiff’s identity as an officer disable the injured plaintiff from filing suit? Typically, whether an officer-plaintiff is entitled to sue requires an analysis of a state’s “firefighter’s rule,” sometimes referred to as a “fireman’s rule,” or “professional rescuer’s rule.”

29. Most articles written about Doe v. McKesson focus only on constitutional free speech issues, rather than also address officers’ legitimate interests in avoiding physical harm and in the purpose of tort liability more generally. Or, the articles view tort liability only as a barrier to fully free speech. See Nick Robinson & Elly Page, Protecting Dissent: The Freedom of Peaceful Assembly, Civil Disobedience, and Partial First Amendment Protection, 107 CORNELL L. REV. 229, 232–33 (2021).

I. The Waning Firefighter’s Rule

A number of jurisdictions have declined to adopt, or have abolished, rules that prevent officers from pursuing ordinary negligence claims. According to the Third Restatement of Torts, “a half-dozen states have completely or mostly abolished the firefighter’s rule, whether by judicial decision or legislative action. Furthermore, a handful of states that had not previously adopted the rule have expressly declined to do so, finding that contemporary justifications for the rule do not support its creation.”

Another scholar counts ten states that have statutorily abolished or limited the rule. Other common law countries have opted out of firefighter-rule limitations as well. For example, the English House of Lords “noted the American adoption of the [firefighter’s] rule and summarily dismissed the whole idea.”

Even so, a majority of states still employ some version of the firefighter’s rule. The scope of the rule, which stems from an 1892 Illinois judgment, has been stated in a variety of ways and has become riddled with exceptions. The Utah Supreme Court recently described the core doctrine this way: “a person does not owe a duty of care to a professional rescuer for injury that was sustained by the very negligence that occasioned the rescuer’s presence and that was within the scope of the hazards inherent in the rescuer’s duties.”

From the face of this rule, several qualifications are evident. The rule does not apply in cases of gross negligence or intentional torts. It does not apply if the officer’s injury was not created by “the very danger,”

31. Restatement (Third) of Torts: Miscellaneous Provisions Firefighter’s Rule (Am. L. Inst., Tentative Draft No. 2, 2023). See, e.g., N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:62A-21 (West 1993) (”[W]henever any law enforcement officer, firefighter, or member of a duly incorporated first aid, emergency, ambulance or rescue squad association suffers any injury, disease or death while in the lawful discharge of his official duties and that injury, disease or death is directly or indirectly the result of the neglect, willful omission, or willful or culpable conduct of any person . . . [the injured rescuer] may seek recovery and damages from the person or entity whose neglect, willful omission, or willful or culpable conduct resulted in that injury, disease or death.”).


33. Dobbs et al., Hornbook on Torts, supra note 18, at 608 n.51 (citing Ogwo v. Taylor, 1 A.C. 431 (1987)).


35. Gibson v. Leonard, 32 N.E. 182, 189 (Ill. 1892); Dobbs et al., Hornbook on Torts, supra note 18, at 605-08.

36. Ipsen v. Diamond Tree Experts, Inc., 466 P.3d 190, 199 (Utah 2020); Restatement (Third) of Torts: Miscellaneous Provisions Firefighter’s Rule (Am. L. Inst., Tentative Draft No. 2, 2023). According to the rule, “a person does owe a duty of care to a professional rescuer for injuries . . . sustained by the gross negligence or intentional tort that caused the rescuer’s presence.” Id. (emphasis in original).
that triggered the officer’s “presence at the scene in the first place.”\textsuperscript{38} Independent acts of negligence after the officer arrives on premises can trigger liability.\textsuperscript{39} Moreover, negligence that falls outside the inherent hazards of a job can trigger liability as well. Additional carve outs are legion.\textsuperscript{40} Liability can attach if the defendant violates a safety statute designed to protect officers. There can be liability when a landowner fails to warn an officer of latent dangers on the property despite knowing of the officer’s presence, and so on.\textsuperscript{41} In the case of an officer hit by a car, when a risk poses a broad threat to any number of people, some courts have held that “[i]t would be illogical to insulate the risk creator from liability ‘simply because the person injured happened to be a police officer or firefighter.’”\textsuperscript{42}

Although it is a matter of state tort law whether, and to what extent, a firefighter’s rule should apply in a given jurisdiction or situation, in recent years, the firefighter’s rule has become increasingly difficult for many jurisdictions to justify.\textsuperscript{43} The push to minimize or eliminate the rule, and to treat officers in the same way as other rescuers, reflects three major doctrinal and practical trends in tort law. First, there is a general trend towards reasonable care as a generalized default standard

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item 38. W. Page Keeton et al., Prosser and Keeton on The Law of Torts 431 (5th ed. 1984) [hereinafter Keeton et al., Prosser & Keeton on Torts].
\item 39. Dobbs et al., Hornbook on Torts, supra note 18, at 609 (“To say that the officer is barred only when injury results from risks that produced the officer’s presence may be to permit recovery in an assortment of cases. One case held that a firefighter could not recover for injuries resulting from a negligently set fire, but could recover for injuries inflicted by the owner’s attack dogs, since the officer was responding to the fire but not to attack dogs . . . . A firefighter might be denied recovery for burns in an electrical fire for which she was summoned, but she could recover for injuries from the explosion of a gasoline tank on the premises or for injuries from other dangerous conditions on the premises.”).
\item 40. Id., §§ 24.2, 24.3.
\item 41. Keeton et al., Prosser & Keeton on Torts, supra note 38, at 430; Cal. Civ. Code § 1714.9 (West 2002) (authorizing civil lawsuits by police and firefighters when the conduct is not intentional but “[w]here the conduct causing the injury occurs after the person knows or should have known of the presence” of the public safety officer; “[w]here the conduct causing the injury violates a statute, ordinance, or regulation” designed to protect the public safety officer); Dobbs et al., Hornbook on Torts, supra note 18, § 24.2, at 606 (finding exceptions for active negligence, violation of “ordinance or safety statute aimed at protecting firefighters or officers, when the firefighter’s presence is known and the landowner fails to warn of known dangers, and when injury occurs on premises open to the public.”).
\item 42. Dobbs et al., Hornbook on Torts, supra note 18, at 610 n.71 (citing Torchik v. Boyce, 905 N.E.2d 179 (Ohio 2009)); but see Krajewski v. Borque, 782 A.2d 650, 652 (R.I. 2001) (“Although plaintiffs claimed that these public policy considerations [assumption of the risk and public compensation of police officers] no longer are valid and that the rule simply shifts the costs of on-duty injuries from the tortfeasor to the taxpayer, we have repeatedly reaffirmed the policies underlying the rule . . . . and we decline to revisit those policy issues in this case”).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
in negligence cases. Second, legislatures and courts increasingly favor splitting responsibility among multiple actors and have abandoned all-or-nothing rules, such as contributory negligence and assumption of the risk. Finally, the widespread availability of third-party liability insurance to cover the losses of injured parties—officers and others—casts doubt on the wisdom of liability exclusions.

2. The Broadening Norm of Reasonable Care

Negligence law in the United States has increasingly moved away from the ad hoc contextual rules of the writ system toward a more generalized norm: actors should use reasonable care with respect to affirmative acts that risk physical injury to others. Recognizing liability when an actor’s fault causes harm, with fewer exceptions, would result in a smaller number of people being required to individually bear costs from the harms they have suffered because of the negligent risks of others.

In many areas, courts have moved toward a more general standard of reasonable care. The expansion most relevant to the firefighter’s rule has taken place in the context of landowner liability. In older cases, landowners owed reasonable care to business and public invitees. Licensees such as guests were only entitled not to be subject to willful and wanton conduct. Because officers were usually categorized as licensees, they were accorded this lesser standard of care. Scholars in the torts field questioned the lower standard of care from the start. Dean Prosser thought it “quite foolish” to say that an officer who enters a home to prevent a burglary “confers no pecuniary benefit upon the occupier,” i.e., was not an invitee subject to the reasonable care standard.

Today, a lower standard of care for firefighters seems even more discordant with landowner liability doctrines. In most states, reasonable care is now owed to licensees as well as invitees. The Third Restatement of Torts would not only accord reasonable care to licensees, but also to

45. Id. at 298–99, 303–04 (describing the trend toward a broadening liability to people foreseeably risked and harmed by negligence).
47. KEETON ET AL., PROSSER & KEETON ON TORTS, supra note 38, at 429, 431 (using the word “traditionally” but citing cases from the 1970s and 80s).
most trespassers. Thus, even if firefighters were considered licensees, or most types of trespassers, reasonable care would be the norm. The rising standard of care owed to licensees invalidates the primary rationale for the firefighter’s rule. As the Restatement acknowledges, “[t]o the extent that the firefighter rule has historically been grounded in the status of professional rescuers on the land, this Restatement eliminates the basis for that rationale . . . .”

Consistent with the broadening norm of reasonable care, some courts have rejected doctrines that entitle officers to less care for their physical safety than is enjoyed by others. As the South Carolina Supreme Court wrote, “[t]he more sound public policy—and the one we adopt—is to decline to promulgate a rule singling out police officers and firefighters for discriminatory treatment.”

3. Splitting Rather Than All-Or-Nothing Rules

At the same time the generalized norm of reasonable care is expanding, tort law rules increasingly apportion responsibility among multiple actors, rather than rely on all-or-nothing doctrines such as the firefighter’s rule. Statutes and common law decisions have created comparative fault and apportionment of responsibility frameworks in nearly every state. These frameworks permit juries to assign responsibility by percentages. Fractional systems have largely replaced or reduced the use of all-or-nothing doctrines such as contributory fault, open and obvious danger, and assumption of the risk. Leading scholars have

---

49. Restatement (Third) of Torts: Liab. for Physical & Emotional Harm § 51 cmt. m (Am. L. Inst. 2012). However, few courts have followed the Third Restatement to extend due care to trespassers beyond trespassing minors or persons in discovered peril.
50. Id.
51. Id.
55. Id. at 411–12.
58. 1 Dan B. Dobbs et al., supra note 56, at 850.
argued for abolition of the illegal activity exception as well, and this result has been dictated by some state statutes.59

The waning of the implied assumption of risk doctrine undermines the firefighter’s rule. Primary implied assumption of the risk—the idea that plaintiffs consented to relinquish their rights to non-negligent conduct when they voluntarily encountered a known risk—was the second leading justification for the firefighter’s rule.

Assumption of the risk in firefighter cases is typically not based on plaintiff negligence, but on the notion of plaintiff’s voluntary consent. But the idea that firefighters consent to the negligence they encounter is implausible. “The claim that people implicitly agree to relinquish their right to be free of others’ negligence came under sustained attack during the first half of the twentieth century.”60 As Restatement Reporter Kenneth Simons well illustrates: plaintiffs may be presented with three choices (1) not to engage in an activity, (2) to engage in an activity and encounter a tortiously created risk or (3) to engage in an activity and not encounter a tortious risk. When a defendant tries to prove that plaintiff consented to the defendant’s negligent conduct—for example, to climb defendant’s unsafe staircase at a place of work—the defendant often points to the plaintiff’s decision to (2) work and encounter the negligent risk (climb the staircase), rather than (1) not working. However, to show that a plaintiff consents to the negligence would require the defendant to show that the plaintiff would prefer to (2) work and encounter the negligent risk (climb the unsafe staircase), rather than (3) work and not encounter the negligent risk (climb a safe staircase).61 Choosing to work and engage in work-related activities, in spite of others’ negligent risks, is not the same thing as consenting to the negligent conduct.62 Professor Simons would allow the defense of implied assumption of the risk only in those rare circumstances in which the plaintiff had an actual preference for negligent conduct rather than non-negligent conduct.

Because the category of plaintiffs who prefer negligent conduct to non-negligent conduct seems hen’s teeth rare, the Third Restatement went further; it abandoned the doctrine of implied assumption

62. Id.; Ellen M. Bublick, Citizen No-Duty Rules: Rape Victims and Comparative Fault, 99 Colum. L. Rev. 1413, 1454, 1460 (1999) (a worker does not assume the risk of violence by working in a convenience store at night).
of the risk entirely. Rather, the Restatement would resolve issues of implied assumption of the risk through established doctrines of duty and comparative fault. As Professor Dobbs advised (quoting Professor Steven Sugarman), “[w]hen we are tempted to say ‘assumption of risk’ we should instead say something else.” State appellate court decisions largely follow the lead of torts authorities and state legislatures that consign the full bar of implied assumption of risk to the dustbin of history.

4. Availability of Insurance

As important as is repudiation of the doctrinal foundations of the firefighter’s rule, the practical availability of liability insurance may play an even more key role in expanding tort liability to firefighters. Explaining the “twin star” relationship of insurance coverage and tort liability, Professors Catherine Sharkey and Kenneth Abraham observe that “the most common references to liability insurance occur in judicial decisions that break down the barriers to or otherwise expand tort liability.” Their illustrations of areas to which “availability of liability insurance has been influential” include the firefighter’s rule.

As Sharkey and Abraham note, in “early decisions challenging the rule, courts expressed reservations that the abolition of the fireman’s rule would place an undue burden on a single negligent individual.” However, later opinions started to recognize that insurance was often available to cover injuries on insured properties. Accordingly, those opinions sought to relax the firefighter’s rule and afford firefighters recoveries in a broader range of cases. Many opinions proffer that, when liability insurance is available, there is “no justification for failing to treat the negligent injury of a fireman as . . . much a ‘cost of doing business’ as the negligent injury of any other person in the course of the commercial operation.”

Premises liability insurance is one main form of insurance coverage that might provide compensation to officers who have suffered physical injuries. But other forms of liability coverage might be available to officers in negligence actions as well. If an officer is standing in the roadway

64. 1 Dan B. Dobbs et al., supra note 56, at 850.
65. Id.
67. Id. at 35.
68. Id. at 36 (citing Kreski v. Modern Wholesale Elec. Supply Co., 390 N.W.2d 244, 250 (Mich. Ct. App. 1986)).
helping a stranded driver, and is then injured by a negligent driver in a second car, the second driver’s automobile insurance could fund the officer’s claim (in states in which courts recognize such a claim). Individual umbrella liability insurance could also be triggered in some suits. These forms of insurance coverage would be available if the negligent insured had injured anyone other than a firefighter in the same situation.

The courts that do not provide recovery in such cases prove the unsoundness of an expansive firefighter’s rule. When an officer cannot recover from a third party who has caused harm, even though the negligent driver would be liable to all others, and auto insurance is available to defend and pay the claim, the discriminatory treatment of officers becomes more glaring and more difficult to justify. Barring an officer who was hit by a negligent driver from suing for physical injuries hurts the officer while helping no one. Yet some states do just that.69

Another insurance source potentially available in officer injury claims could be governmental liability insurance policies. Both statutes and common law standards sometimes waive governmental immunity in the amount of insurance coverage that a governmental entity has purchased.70 Although workers compensation laws may prevent officers from suing their own employers, at times, more than one governmental entity may be involved in policing a protest. If some percentage of fault is assigned to another governmental entity, perhaps based on the faulty conduct of an agent from that department, governmental insurance policy coverage may come into play.

5. Other Rationales

Though primary supports for the firefighter’s rule are largely defunct, an assortment of other policy reasons have been proffered to backfill support for the rule.71 As the Third Restatement observes, “where the firefighter’s rule has been retained, it now rests, somewhat precariously, on a kaleidoscope of public-policy considerations” that “are not water tight[,]” “rest[] on a dubious empirical premise,” and are “under- or over-inclusive.”72 For example, current justifications argue that firefighters have access to special compensation outside the tort system, even

69. Ellinwood v. Cohen, 87 A.3d 1054, 1057 n.2 (R.I. 2014). Although expanding coverage could increase insurance premiums, the number of people in this excluded category is not large compared to the covered population.

70. Abraham & Sharkey, supra note 19 (manuscript at 32).


though this claim has been shown to be empirically false. Similarly, it has been suggested that without a firefighter’s rule, people experiencing emergencies would be reluctant to call for assistance. Yet, doctrinal limits that stem from a desire to promote calls for assistance would seem to bar suit only to those who summoned the rescuers.

As the doctrinal and practical support for the firefighter’s rule erode, and courts actively reshape tort doctrines in other contexts, vestigial limits on the firefighter’s rule may continue to recede as well. The issue of officer recovery is, of course, an issue of state law. The rule’s contours and existence may vary from state to state. Some states have shied away from, or dissolved, the rule’s limitations faster than others. What is most significant to understand is that states have an important and substantial, some would say fundamental, interest in affording officers private civil recourse. Persons who suffer negligently-caused physical injury generally enjoy common law rights to sue based on rationales of accountability, deterrence, and compensation.

**B. Protester as Risk Creator**

The question of duty in negligence law centers on the concept of risk creation. When an actor’s conduct creates or continues a risk of physical harm, the actor ordinarily owes others a duty of reasonable care. Though presented with varied language, this is the approach of the case law, the understanding of major commentators, and the view of both the Restatement (Second) of Torts and the Restatement (Third) of Torts. The risk creation idea is also implicit in the formula for misfeasance—a situation in which a person acts affirmatively in a way that creates a risk of harm to others. Justice Cardozo famously asked, “whether the

---

73. Id.
74. Casselman, supra note 71, at 280–81.
75. John C.P. Goldberg, The Constitutional Status of Tort Law: Due Process and the Right to a Law for the Redress of Wrongs, 115 Yale L.J. 524, 552 (2005) (asserting “a fundamental right to a law for the redress of private wrongs”); Betsy J. Grey, Removing Torts 4 (draft article on file with the author) (“Federalism principles may also counsel a strong reluctance to displace state tort remedies, to avoid undermining the fundamental state interests in protecting the health and safety of its citizenry and redressing injuries.”).
76. 2 Dan B. Dobbs et al., supra note 57, at 2–3 (“[A] duty of care is ordinarily owed to avoid conduct that creates risks of harms to others.”). One concern about permitting recovery is that it might give government actors greater incentive to distribute public government services in favor of the wealthy rather than the poor. Ehud Gutel & Ariel Porat, Tort Liability and the Risk of Discriminatory Government, 87 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1, 15 (2020).
77. Restatement (Second) of Torts § 302 cmt. a (Am. L. Inst. 1965) (“In general, anyone who does an affirmative act is under a duty to others to exercise the care of a reasonable man to protect them against an unreasonable risk of harm to them arising out of the act.”).
78. Restatement (Third) of Torts: Liab. for Physical & Emotional Harm § 7 (Am. L. Inst. 2010).
putative wrongdoer has advanced to such a point as to have launched a force or instrument of harm, or has stopped where inaction is at most a refusal to become an instrument for good.79 Acts of misfeasance, or active misconduct working positive injury to others, typically carry a duty of care.80 Nonfeasance typically does not create a duty, although there are circumstances in which “affirmative duties” have been created by statute or common law with respect to nonfeasance.81

I. Conduct that Actively Creates a Risk of Injury by Third Persons

Not all conduct that negligently creates risk involves direct harm by the risk-creating actor. Conduct can be negligent because it creates risks of harm by another. Dram shop liability is one well-known example. A bar’s negligent overservice of alcohol to an intoxicated patron past the point of intoxication creates a risk that the patron will cause a car accident and injure others. The bar can be said to have created the risk even though the bartender is not behind the wheel, does not direct the patron to drive, and actually wishes that the patron would not drive or cause harm. Though the drunk driver is the immediate author of the accident victim’s harm, the bartender can be subject to liability for the negligent risk the bartender created that was one cause of the ultimate harm.82 (Through vicarious liability, the bar can face common law liability for the negligent acts of its employee-agent, too.)

The Third Restatement articulates the concept of actively creating risk by another as follows: “The conduct of a defendant can lack reasonable care insofar as it foreseeably combines with or permits the improper conduct of the plaintiff or a third party.”83 Conduct is thus negligent because of the prospect of improper conduct by the plaintiff or a third party.84

Liability for negligently increasing risks of harm by others is not a new concept. The Second Restatement of Torts defined the blackletter standard this way: “An act or an omission may be negligent if the actor

79. H.R. Moch Co. v. Rensselaer Water Co., 159 N.E. 896, 898 (N.Y. 1928). As Dean Prosser notes, “there arose very early a difference, still deeply rooted in the law of negligence, between ‘misfeasance’ and ‘nonfeasance’—that is to say between active misconduct working positive injury to others and passive inaction or a failure to take steps to protect them from harm.” Keeton et al., Prosser & Keeton on Torts, supra note 38, at 373.
84. Id.
realizes or should realize that it involves an unreasonable risk of harm to another through the conduct of the other or a third person which is intended to cause harm, even though such conduct is criminal. In comments, the Second Restatement explains there are situations in which the actor, as a reasonable man, is required to anticipate and guard against the intentional, or even criminal, misconduct of others. In general, these situations arise ... where the actor's own affirmative act has created or exposed the other to a recognizable high degree of risk of harm through such misconduct, which a reasonable man would take into account.

By way of illustration, the Second Restatement presents the following scenario: “A gives an air rifle to B, a boy six years old. B intentionally shoots C, putting out C's eye. A may be found to be negligent toward C.”

The liability of an actor whose negligence creates risk under third-party negligence rules is not vicarious liability. The defendant is not blameless-but liable for the negligent acts of another. Rather, the defendant is liable for third-party negligence because the defendant's own conduct “created or increased an unreasonable risk of harm through its intervention.” In the dram shop case, the vendor created a risk of harm by negligently overselling alcohol. In the air rifle case, A created a risk of a shooting by giving an air rifle to a young child. Neither defendant is required to control the third-party: the drinker or the child. Rather, the defendants are required to control their own conduct—"to take no active steps in creating risks of danger from third persons." Similar doctrinal rules apply when an actor's negligent conduct creates an unreasonable risk of negligent or reckless harm by another.

Although third-party liability for harm is not new, now that a jury can assign an actor a small percentage of the total responsibility for an injury, the scope of potentially liable parties has increased. Courts routinely begin their analysis of third-party nonfeasance liability cases with stock phrases such as “a person has no legal duty to protect another from the criminal acts of third persons.” Yet that language is a starting point. When actors control the extent to which others are exposed to danger, courts often impose a duty of reasonable care in the exercise

86. Id. § 302B cmt. c. The other context involves special relationships.
87. Id. § 302B cmt. c, illus. 11 (emphasis added).
88. Keeton et al., Prosser & Keeton on Torts, supra note 38, at 305.
89. Dobbs et al., Hornbook on Torts, supra note 18, at 635 (“the no-duty-to-control rule has no logical application when the defendant is affirmatively negligent in creating a risk of harm to the plaintiff through the instrumentality of another or otherwise.”).
90. Bublick, supra note 62, at 1420 n.36 (quoting Timberwalk Apartments, Partners, Inc. v. Cain, 972 S.W.2d 749, 756 (Tex. 1998)).
of that control. In light of that duty, actors must not increase foreseeable dangers, or at least must warn of the risk.\textsuperscript{91} For instance, a landlord who refuses to let a tenant add a deadbolt lock to the door, retains the plaintiff’s apartment key, and mishandles the key by leaving it out in the open and labelled with the plaintiff’s address, can be held liable for unreasonably increasing the risk that a criminal could obtain the key, enter the apartment and cause physical harm.\textsuperscript{92}

2. \textit{Risks of Protest}

Applying these general liability rules to the question of protesters’ potential creation of risk—directly or by third parties—protests may well create risk (though whether an actor would be subject to liability for creating those risks requires further analysis). Certain decisions made by the organizers or de facto leaders of a protest can heighten the risks of a protest. That reasonable time, place and manner restrictions can be placed on protests, suggests that there are unreasonable times, places and manners in which to protest. States are entitled to “protect the health and safety of their citizens,” and “protect listeners from unwanted communication.”\textsuperscript{93} Which decisions unreasonably increase the risk of violence at a protest is likely a mixed question of law and fact. Some actions that may increase the risk of violence are: a protest at night; a protest in an unsafe location; expressing a desire for violence during the protest; targeting specific subjects of violence; conducting the protest in a dangerous manner; having the leader(s) exhibit or encourage unlawful behavior; encouraging participants to bring weapons in an unlawful manner or for an unlawful purpose. It does not take much imagination to envision risks to police and others when angry protesters, armed with weapons, are told to unlawfully swarm a building containing targeted actors who are guarded by police.

Permitting this full depiction of group protest as risk creation is, of course, problematic. Even before First Amendment rights are specifically factored into the equation, courts can limit tort duties in a way that acknowledges the rights of the protesters. An obvious first step would be for courts to ensure that risks created by the lawful public message of a protest are not counted at all in the created risks. For example, in the \textit{Claiborne} scenario, “speeches, marches, and . . . social ostracism” are not only a poor basis for damages, but also an unconstitutional basis on which to argue that defendants’ conduct created a duty or negligent

\textsuperscript{91} Id. at 1421.
\textsuperscript{92} Id. at 1422 (citing Berry Prop. Mgmt., Inc. v. Bliskey, 850 S.W.2d 644, 654 (Tex. App. 1993)).
\textsuperscript{93} Hill v. Colorado, 530 U.S. 703, 715–16 (2000).
Similarly, the First Amendment dictates that the offensive signs and slogans protest organizers display cannot be included in risk creation because of their content, even if others had previously responded to these provocations with threats of violence.95

3. *Multiple and Partial Liabilities*

Some might worry that tort liability of a negligent party would diminish the liability of a more blameworthy (often criminal) third party. However, to say that one party negligently creates risks of tortious or criminal harm to others is not to say that another tortious actor will be off the hook. Both actors can be subject to tort liability. Also, “the third party remains subject to whatever criminal punishments the law imposes.”96 Even if the third-party misconduct is merely tortious rather than criminal, the third party can be held to account for those torts.97

In addition, a fact that is critical but not always noted in terms of the liability of multiple actors: tort liabilities today are frequently only partial liabilities. Courts applying constitutional provisions that intersect with tort law often speak about tort liability in simple on-off terms. There is a cause of action or there is not. However, that all-or-nothing language is discordant with tort liabilities today. Typically, courts ask juries to apportion the liability for damage across multiple actors. For example, suppose that a large group of people continually push forward in a crowd, crushing a police officer. This tortious conduct, if done with a purpose or substantial certainty of the requisite harm to another, could constitute assault, battery, false imprisonment, intentional infliction of emotional distress, and civil conspiracy. Now imagine that twenty people towards the back of the group believe the pushing is designed to open a locked door and do not realize that a person is being crushed. The acts of all twenty people, which are possibly only negligent with respect to personal injury, may yet be actionable against all twenty. Yet if twenty are tagged with negligence liability, the damages award that each defendant is required to pay could be a tiny percentage of the total damages—for instance, one percent, five percent, or ten percent of the total.

97. See id. § 19 cmt. c. Ultimate division of payments to the plaintiff and among tortfeasors depends on the often complex and varied rules of apportionment of responsibility in the state. See Dan B. Dobbs et al., The Law of Torts Ch. 41 (2d ed. 2011).
This is so because, in most jurisdictions, juries are asked to apportion responsibility among all actors—defendants and plaintiffs. In several liability systems that are common to many states, plaintiffs’ damage awards would reflect each party’s assigned percentage share of the total award. In contrast, in joint and several liability jurisdictions, each defendant could be held liable for the plaintiff’s full harm (less any responsibility apportioned to the plaintiff). However, even in those jurisdictions, the jointly liable defendants can ultimately divide their damages in an action for contribution or indemnity.

As such, contemporary tort law presents a conundrum for constitutional analysis. Tort law assigns liability to a range of negligent actors, but then fractionally apportions liability for damages among them. This broad, but partial, responsibility assignment is a more complex system than constitutional challenges have previously faced with respect to on-off criminal penalties and dignitary torts. Defamation liability exists or it does not. It permits punitive and compensatory damages, just compensatory damages, or no damages at all—three possibilities rather than many in between. But in negligence law, a party can be assigned responsibility for just one percent of the damage award. How expressive constitutional norms intersect with a practical liability system creates not only new problems to be addressed, but also a new way of thinking about the intersection of tort law and constitutional law.

Liability of many protesters who cause an injury would be consistent with common law approaches and is consistent with the potential criminal liability of many individuals in a single protest as well. However, the Supreme Court has said that extending liability beyond the individual who engaged in unlawful conduct requires “precision of regulation” as to “the persons who may be held accountable.” Such precision would seem to require that judges more carefully supervise the parameters of negligence actions in particular. Steps toward such precision are examined further in Section III. These measures could include increased judicial involvement in the case, heightened requirements for proof of actual and punitive damages (as in the speech-of-public-concern defamation cases); early mechanisms for judges to dispose of cases (akin to those found in anti-SLAPP statutes); tailoring the negligence claim to differentiate protected from unprotected conduct; and tailoring the negligence claim to focus on the actor’s own fault, even if it is fault that heightens the risk of third-party misconduct, rather than permitting an inference of actor fault from the conduct of others.

Before we explore whether and how protester liability could work, it is important to examine First Amendment constraints more closely.

II. Restrictions on Tort Liability Based on Speech and Association

In situations in which tort liability rules recognize an officer’s interest in physical security and the potentially liable parties are participants and organizers of protests, tort rules will, of course, run up against constitutional protections for speech, association, and assembly. The First Amendment limits how states regulate behavior, including how states regulate behavior through civil liability.\(^99\) However, protections for speech and assembly are not absolute. Tort rules that carefully frame negligence liability should withstand scrutiny.

A. Liability Based on Pure Speech Versus Liability Based on Expressive Conduct that Violates Rules of General Applicability

The Supreme Court has placed strict and relatively clear limits on state tort liability that concerns pure speech—cases in which the speaker’s message itself is the source of harm. But civil liability can exist even within the bounds of pure speech. Cases of defamation, public disclosure of private facts, and false light, for example, all assign tort liability based on pure speech. The elements of those torts have simply been reshaped to avoid constitutional conflict. These speech-related torts are tightly constrained by First Amendment precedent such that great precision is used to ensure that these causes of action prevent only harmful expression. Tort actions are particularly constrained when the speech involves a matter of public concern or broad public interest.\(^100\)

At the same time, First Amendment precedent draws a sharp distinction between speech and conduct. Laws of general applicability do not receive heightened First Amendment scrutiny, even if they are violated by journalists who are exercising free-speech rights.\(^101\) Thus, when investigative reporters commit trespass, they can be sued in order to vindicate the general rights in the exclusive control of property. When they break contracts, they can be sued in order to vindicate interests in the enforcement of private agreements.\(^102\)

---

99. "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances." U.S. Const. amend. I.
102. Id. at 668; see, e.g., Dietemann v. Time, Inc., 449 F.2d 245 (9th Cir. 1971); Food Lion Inc. v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., 964 F. Supp. 956 (M.D.N.C. 1997).
Unfortunately, the line between pure speech and non-expressive conduct is not a line at all, but more of a thick blur. Hate speech is fully protected, but if a person is motivated by racial animus while committing a crime, the state can impose an increased penalty because the disfavored belief (racial prejudice) is combined with conduct that was already forbidden. State courts have implicitly used the same logic in torts like battery: an insult is not actionable, but an insult combined with an unconsented touching (even of an article the person is holding) can result in liability, although the only thing offensive about the contact was the speech.

The Supreme Court crafted a test to apply to cases in which particularly expressive conduct violates laws of general applicability. In *United States v. O'Brien*, the Court explained:

> [W]hen “speech” and “nonspeech” elements are combined in the same course of conduct, a sufficiently important governmental interest in regulating the nonspeech element can justify incidental limitations on First Amendment freedoms . . . a government regulation is sufficiently justified if it is within the constitutional power of the Government; if it furthers an important or substantial governmental interest; if the governmental interest is unrelated to the suppression of free expression; and if the incidental restriction on alleged First Amendment freedoms is no greater than is essential to the furtherance of that interest.

The last portion of the *O'Brien* test (the “no greater than is essential” part) might look, to the untrained eye, like a serious impediment to imposing liability in cases involving expressive misconduct. But the application of the test suggests otherwise. In *O'Brien* itself, the Court upheld the prosecution of a man who burned his draft card in protest. The Court found that the general prohibition on the destruction of draft cards was well-justified.

Street protests are highly expressive. They also involve physical presence in large enough numbers that some degree of intimidation or risk of property damage will often be involved. Yet the Court fully protects nonviolent protests. “[T]he practice of persons sharing common views banding together to achieve a common end is deeply embedded in the American political process.”

105. Fisher v. Carousel Motor Hotel, Inc., 424 S.W.2d 627, 629 (Tex. 1967). This result can be understood as an acknowledgment that contact mixed with an insult is inherently more threatening and suggestive of violence than contact alone.
107. *Id.* at 382.
in violence, property destruction, or other prohibited conduct can be sued, just as a journalist can be sued for trespass. Extending tort liability beyond the individual protester who engaged in violence, though, requires “precision of regulation.”

The length to which liability can extend beyond the actor who engaged in lawless behavior is a difficult question. In a case like *McKesson*, it is not hard to imagine that criminal or civil liability might be imposed for blocking a highway. The more difficult question is whether the organizer can also be held liable for negligently creating a risk that other protesters would engage in violence or cause bodily harm. Likewise, the fact that criminal convictions were obtained in the January 6th riot against the individuals who breached the Capitol leaves little doubt as to those actors’ potential tort liability. But the potential liability of organizers higher up in the chain of influence and informal authority for unreasonably increasing the risk of harm through the conduct of others remains uncertain.

**B. Incitement**

In *Brandenburg v. Ohio*, the Supreme Court strictly limited the conditions under which a state can punish a speaker for inciting others to commit violence. In order to stay within constitutional bounds, incitement liability can apply when the defendant’s speech is “directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action.” In other words, the speaker has to *intend* to cause the listener to *imminently* commit a crime, and there has to be an *objectively realistic risk* that it will work. This was the Court’s way of allowing people to advocate passionately, and with loose or evocative language, without risking liability.

*Brandenburg* shows the Court’s reluctance to extend state punishment of speakers whose speech inspires the lawless conduct of others. That said, the Court has not said that the *Brandenburg* test for incitement is the sole form of liability that can apply to speakers who inspire lawless conduct. Indeed, by alluding to a broader category of relatively less-protected speech that is “integral to criminal conduct,” the Supreme

111. “[T]he act of obstructing the highway is in itself wrongful irrespective of the actor’s knowledge of the third person’s purpose. Such an obstruction is a public nuisance, which makes the actor liable to those who suffer special harm as a result of it.” Restatement (Second) of Torts § 328 cmt. a (Am. L. Inst. 1965).
113. Id.
Court has recognized that incitement is not the only form of crime-inducing speech that can be regulated by the state.\textsuperscript{114} It is possible that a form of negligence liability that is constrained, in a way similar to incitement (e.g., by requiring a separate illegal act, and by requiring proof of physical harm rather than a mere risk of harm) could survive constitutional scrutiny.\textsuperscript{115} After all, the Court has repeatedly confirmed that legal rules can survive strict scrutiny if they are well-tailored to non-speculative harms.\textsuperscript{116} Then again, usually the Court says well-tailored rules can survive strict scrutiny while it is in the process of striking down a law.\textsuperscript{117}

\section*{C. Free Speech and Negligence Liability}

In the context of negligence, plaintiffs often have a harder time when their claims are based on the defendant’s general expression alone (books, conversations with others, etc.).\textsuperscript{118} Plaintiffs have lost cases against authors who instruct readers about how to commit murder. A similar outcome has been reached in cases against producers of violent video content or rap lyrics.\textsuperscript{119} In a mass media publication, a publisher of a book that misidentified a poisonous mushroom as edible was found to be fully protected from products liability claims.\textsuperscript{120} Plaintiffs have suffered these losses even when it is foreseeable, in a stochastic sense, that

\textsuperscript{114} United States v. Stevens, 559 U.S. 460, 468, 471 (2010); Eugene Volokh, \textit{The Speech Integral to Criminal Conduct Exception}, 101 Cornell L. Rev. 981, 1011 (2016) (summarizing the implications of caselaw for cases where speech leading to violence could be regulated consistent with free speech constraints).

\textsuperscript{115} For an example of another proposal for narrowly constrained liability based on speech that inspires violence, see generally Jane R. Bambauer et al., \textit{Reckless Associations}, 36 Harv. J.L. & Tech. 487 (2023).


\textsuperscript{120} Winter v. P.G. Putnam & Sons, 938 F.2d 1033, 1034–36 (9th Cir. 1991).
a listener might engage in copycat crimes and harm innocent third parties, or suffer harm based on the misinformation.\(^{121}\)

But there are circumstances in which more contextualized expression can provide the basis for liability, as when a driver causes an accident by signaling to another car that it can go when it is not safe to do so.\(^{122}\) Or when one hunter communicates to another that it is safe to fire in the plaintiff’s direction.\(^{123}\)

In addition, the “no duty” outcomes that typically apply when general speech causes listeners to harm themselves do not always apply when the listener foreseeably harms a third person. If a person’s speech encourages another to take an action that will put a third person in peril, the victim might be able to seek recovery from the person who directly caused the injury (the listener) and the speaker who convinced the listener to act. In \textit{Weirum}, for example, the plaintiff sued a radio station for injuries caused by speeding teenaged drivers who ran into her car.\(^{124}\) The court found that the radio station owed a duty because it created a risk to innocent third party drivers when it encouraged all of its listeners to find a DJ’s car as quickly as possible as part of a promotional game.\(^{125}\) The court took pains to note that the outcome in \textit{Weirum} was dependent on its unusual facts, such as the design of a game that would be played in real space, and the provision of a prize for the winners. Nevertheless, this case illustrates that speech, in some contexts in which it creates risks of physical harm to others, can support a claim for negligence liability.\(^{126}\)

\(^{121}\) Olivia N. v. NBC, 178 Cal. Rptr. 888 892–93 (Ct. App. 1981); Herceg v. Hustler Mag., Inc., 814 F.2d 1013, 1020, 1023 (5th Cir. 1987); Yakubowicz v. Paramount Pictures Corp., 536 N.E.2d 1067, 1070, 1072 (Mass. 1989); Waller v. Osbourne, 763 F. Supp. 1144, 1151 (M.D. Ga. 1991); Bill v. Super. Ct., 137 Cal. App. 3d 1002, 1011 (Cal. Ct. App. 1982) (“Here, by contrast to \textit{Weirum}, the petitioners’ activity in producing a motion picture and arranging for its distribution, is socially objectionable—and, in light of First Amendment considerations, must be deemed so even if it had the tendency to attract violence-prone individuals to the vicinity of theaters at which it was exhibited.”).

\(^{122}\) Restatement (Second) of Torts § 311 (Am. L. Inst. 1965); Shirley Cloak & Dress Co. v. Arnold, 90 S.E.2d 622, 626 (Ga. Ct. App. 1955) (“While the defendant’s driver was under no obligation to give the plaintiff any signal at all when he undertook to do so, a duty devolved upon him to exercise ordinary care to see that the way was clear ahead for the plaintiff’s car to pass safely, and whether he did so under the circumstances is a question for the jury’s determination.”); Miller v. Watkins, 355 S.W.2d 1, 4 (Mo. 1962).


\(^{125}\) \textit{Id.} at 40, 42. \textit{See also} Stricklin v. Stefani, 358 F. Supp. 3d 516, 529 (W.D.N.C. 2018) (finding that Gwen Stefani owed a duty of care when she told the audience to move toward the stage).

\(^{126}\) The Georgia Supreme Court recently reached a similar result in a case brought against Snapchat based on the design of its “speed filter” because the company allegedly “knew that other drivers were using the Speed Filter while speeding at 100 miles per hour or more as part of a game, [and] purposefully designed its products to encourage such behavior[.]” Maynard v. Snapchat, 870 S.E.2d 739, 747 (Ga. 2022).
D. Assembling the Tests

There is no single, obvious way to understand how all of these various precedents fit together. The best summary, we think, is as follows: free speech precedent will permit negligence liability against influential speakers (including protest leaders) only if the liability rule is designed to protect the plaintiff’s significant interest in physical safety, and when the defendant knew or should have known that their expressive conduct would unreasonably heighten the risk of listener misconduct.\textsuperscript{127} This means that the context in which expressive conduct occurs, and in which the message is received, will be very important. A reasonable person in the speaker’s position must be able to foresee, in real time, that their speech or expressive conduct poses an unreasonable risk that listeners will harm others, and liability must be limited to risks that are created in that particular spatial-temporal context.\textsuperscript{128} The potential for liability should be closely tied to context such that, at nearly every other place or time, the speaker would be able to express the same message without risk of legal penalty.\textsuperscript{129} When the defendant also personally engages in conduct that violates a generally applicable law (e.g., violence or property damage), this should strengthen the chances that negligence liability could succeed.\textsuperscript{130}

In the next Section, we combine the strands of existing tort and free speech theory, and clues about where each is headed, in order to develop a set of requirements and persuasive factors that should guide negligence liability in the course of public protest.

III. Key Factors for Cases that Blend Physical Injury and Free Speech Interests

Lower courts must actualize the Supreme Court’s counsel that when violence occurs during activity protected by the First Amendment,
precision of regulation “with respect to the grounds that may give rise to damages liability” and “the persons who may be held accountable for those damages,” is required. When faced with liability questions in the politically-charged context of officer injuries during public protests, this list of content-neutral questions is designed to help courts recognize and address parties’ foundational interests in physical security and free speech. We hope to help courts maximize states’ legitimate interests in officer physical security and civil recourse for wrongfully inflicted harm, while minimizing impacts on protestors’ legitimate First Amendment activity.

Here are some categories of questions that we believe courts should consider in their analysis. With respect to each question, we outline why we think the query is significant.

1. **Plaintiff’s Physical Harm**

   Has the officer-plaintiff suffered physical harm? (required for this framework)
   Yes ___ No ___

   This Article focuses on physical harm to officers, which may also include parasitic emotional harms. There are several important reasons for the focus on physical harm. First, physical injuries, and the emotional harms that accompany them, have long enjoyed greater tort-law protection than stand-alone emotional harm or stand-alone economic harm.

   Second, physical harm provides a major limiting principle for lawsuits. It limits both the number of plaintiffs who can file suit, and the total amount of recovery a given plaintiff can receive. As in the case of an in rem action that decides the ownership of a specific piece of property against all possible claimants, cases that involve an actual physical injury have a natural mechanism for definition. When the plaintiff has suffered a physical injury, the whole of the individual’s damages is akin to a res. The total amount of recovery that the plaintiff can receive is restricted to compensatory damages, plus possible punitive damages if applicable (and then typically limited to four times compensatory damages by current constitutional proportionality standards). Within that defined category of damage, the question is simply which actor(s)—plaintiff, defendants, and potential non-parties at fault—bear what share of those costs.

Actual physical injury is a critical distinction between the current officer-injury tort claims and *NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware*. In *Claiborne*, white merchants who suffered economic loss filed claims against boycott organizers who had threatened harm to Black customers if the customers shopped at boycotted stores. Imagine a variation on *Claiborne*. Suppose that the plaintiff in *Claiborne* had not been the white store owners who suffered economic loss, but rather a Black customer who had been threatened with violence. Imagine further that a third-party had carried out the threat of violence against the plaintiff, who then suffered physical injury (i.e., had been shot for going into the store despite the boycott). That physical injury case seems quite different from the store owner claims for economic loss. The Court said: “If that language had been followed by acts of violence, a substantial question would be presented whether [defendant] Evers could be held liable for the consequences of that unlawful conduct.”132 Thus the Court itself expressly noted that if the defendant’s speech, which potentially created a risk of harm by a third parties, had actually resulted in physical harm by third parties, the speaker, and not only the violent actor, might have been subject to liability.

A third reason to permit tort liability in cases that involve actual physical injury is the state’s particularly strong interest in preventing physical harm and providing tort recovery to a physically injured person. Tort actions are thought to serve at least three major goals: to deter physical injuries, hold wrongdoers to account, and provide compensation to injured parties. In terms of compensation, an injured person may not be able to work, may need extra care and accommodation, and may incur significant expense. Moreover, a person’s interest in physical well-being is valuable in itself. An actor’s unreasonable conduct that deprives another of life or health calls for compensation to the other. A physically injured person may also have a more legitimate need for a private action to hold the tortfeasor to account. Such accountability may also deter future injuries. When an actor who creates unreasonable risk of harm to another, bears the cost of harm the other has suffered because of actor’s unreasonable choices, the actor must then internalize the costs of the risky conduct. The point of such deterrence is not to chill protest but to prevent physical injuries to others during protest.

Therefore, if the officer’s suit does not involve some physical injury (as some recognized economic or dignitary torts do not), the claim may require further definition and limits than this framework provides.

---

132. *Claiborne Hardware Co.*, 458 U.S. at 928 (“In this case, however—with the possible exception of the Cox incident—the acts of violence identified in 1966 occurred weeks or months after the April 1, 1966, speech.”).
If the claim involves physical injury, with or without accompanying emotional distress, the state’s substantial interest in promoting physical safety and allowing civil recourse is at its apex. In these physical injury cases, courts should proceed with further analysis of the tort law basis of the claim in Question 2.

2. Defendant’s Criminal or Intentionally Tortious Conduct

Did the defendant commit a crime or an intentional tort to persons, or conspire to commit a crime or an intentional tort to persons?

Yes___ No ___

“The First Amendment does not protect violence. ‘Certainly violence has no sanctuary in the First Amendment, and the use of weapons, gunpowder, and gasoline may not constitutionally masquerade under the guise of “advocacy.”’”

Tort liability of the protester who threw the injury-producing object in Doe, or of the protestors who hit the officers in Blassingame—batteries under civil and criminal law—are easy cases for tort liability, as well as for criminal sanctions. A defendant who commits a crime, particularly a crime of violence, has violated an important rule of general applicability. In such cases, the government’s legitimate non-speech related interest in enforcing tort law and in protecting people from harm is at its height. The First Amendment does not protect unlawful or violent conduct. The state’s ordinary tort mechanisms can be applied in full to such cases.

A few caveats are in order. First, intentional trespassory torts to persons typically involve wrongful acts. Battery, assault, and false imprisonment are the main examples. These torts contain no specific duty element, meaning that there is always a duty to avoid this misconduct. However, it is important to distinguish between intentional torts and intentional acts. Intentionally driving a car is an intentional act, but not an intentional tort. Consequently, the act of driving would fail the test in this Section. At times, state intentional tort law is so expansive that it seems not to require wrongful conduct at all (a battery in which the only intent required is an intent to contact which unexpectedly harms the plaintiff, for example). Intentional torts that are configured so broadly may be better suited to the negligence category. The category in Question 2 is designed for acts that involve wrongful conduct. Unlawful conduct that involves a crime of violence would also be a good match for this category. Here, ordinary tort liability can be applied in full. More

133. Id. at 916 (quoting Samuels v. Makell, 401 U. S. 66, 75 (1971) (Douglas, J., concurring)).
minor unlawful or criminal conduct may require further first amendment balancing.

Civil conspiracy also can create intentional tort liability. However, in civil conspiracy cases courts may need to require a specific showing of agreement with the unlawful or tortious aims. As *NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware* cautions, to punish association with certain groups there must be “clear proof that a defendant specifically intend[s] to accomplish [the aims of the organization] by resort to violence” lest someone sympathetic to the association’s mission but not intending to use unlawful purposes be inadvertently penalized.

If the case proceeds as an intentional tort or criminal act case, or civil conspiracy with respect to intentional torts or crimes, courts need not look to the negligence analysis in Question 3 and can move on to Question 4. However, courts must still consider the scope of liability. It is not enough to show that the defendant performed an unlawful act and can therefore be tagged with liability for any harm. The unlawful conduct must result in the type of harm that made the defendant’s wrongdoing tortious. Standard proximate cause analysis can be employed here, though with the broader lens of the extended liability rule for intentional torts. Moreover, increased involvement of the judge in defining the scope of liability makes sense to ensure consistency of protections for First Amendment interests.

If the case does not satisfy Question 2 and instead proceeds as a negligent physical injury case, the plaintiff must carefully articulate a doctrinal basis for duty as well as policy-based supports for the duty in Question 3, and meet the additional First Amendment requirements in Questions 4–6.

3. **Defendant’s Conduct Creating a Tort Duty in Negligence (Required if #2 not met)**

To establish a tort duty in negligence:

1. Did the defendant engage in conduct* that either:
   1. violated a valid safety-related statute and
   2. the statute provides a standard to apply, and
   3. the statute was meant to protect a class of persons like the plaintiff from the type of harm that plaintiff suffered, and
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134. *Claiborne Hardware Co.*, 458 U.S. at 919–20 (“The government has the burden of establishing a knowing affiliation with an organization possessing unlawful aims and goals, and a specific intent to further those illegal aims.” The principles announced in Scales, Noto, and Healy are relevant to this case. Civil liability may not be imposed merely because an individual belonged to a group, some members of which committed acts of violence. For liability to be imposed by reason of association alone, it is necessary to establish that the group itself possessed unlawful goals and that the individual held a specific intent to further those illegal aims.”).

135. *Id.* at 919.
(3) no valid excuse permits non-compliance with statute; or
(b) created a risk of physical harm that amounts to misfeasance (active conduct working positive injury); or
(c) violates an affirmative duty owed to plaintiff despite ordinary rules of nonfeasance; and

2. issues of principle or policy (other than First Amendment principles and policies in later questions), do not warrant a special rule limiting liability.

3. An additional factor to consider when defendant is negligent because of the prospect of improper conduct by a third party is whether the defendant’s unlawful or tortious conduct was visible to others.

* = The First Amendment constraints on what types of conduct can lead to legal liability are analyzed in the next query.

Yes ___ No ___

This question focuses on the tort duty. The key question in this analysis, and one of the most important ways to ensure that regulation is precise enough to satisfy First Amendment concerns in the fuzzy area of negligence, is to focus on the wrongful conduct of the defendant as does the required subsection 1. That section recognizes a tort duty only when defendant’s conduct violated a valid safety-related statute, heightened injury risk, or violated an affirmative duty.

Classic tort questions inform this duty analysis. Tort negligence doctrines often examine duties created by statute, common-law duties that stem from misfeasance, and the more limited duties when nonfeasance is at play. Different jurisdictions address the misfeasance in subsection 1b in different ways. For example, some courts also examine whether, at a broad level of generality, harm from the plaintiff’s conduct was foreseeable. Another relevant question is whether other conduct by the defendant would have prevented or minimized the risk of physical harm. To say that the defendant created a risk of physical harm is to imply that the defendant could have made a different, and better, choice. As is often true in tort law, encouraging more care for safety is the critical goal of the law.

Some courts rely more on principle and precedent, while others focus on policies. Subsection 2 provides courts with a locus for this analysis.

An added concern, identified in subsection 3, is that when unlawful or tortious conduct is shown to other protesters, the defendant is modeling norms of lawlessness. Visibly flouting the law raises concern that others will follow suit. If defendant’s wrong rests in creating and heightening risks of physical injury to others, the defendant’s public demonstration of lawless conduct can be highly probative to defendant’s misfeasance and correlative duty under tort law.
But even if classic tort duty questions can aid the analysis, classic tort descriptions of the conditions for defendant’s liability will not do. Once the First Amendment comes into play, courts must be careful to identify the basis for the defendant’s duty, and the ways to ensure that judicial analysis and trial issues are defined to focus on the defendant’s wrongful conduct.

If defendant’s conduct does not meet either subsection 1(a), 1(b), or 1(c), the case should be dismissed on tort law grounds because the defendant had no duty of care. If the defendant’s conduct violated a safety-related statute in subsection 1(a), create a risk consistent with subsection 1(b), or violate defendant’s affirmative duty under section 1(c), tort liability would be a result of the defendant’s own wrongful conduct, even if brought about by a third-party. However, even when duty would ordinarily be established in subsection 1, in subsection 2 courts can find that countervailing principles and policies prevent recognition of a duty. Principles and policies specific to the First Amendment are addressed next.

4. First Amendment Constraints on the Tort Duty

If the defendant’s negligence was an act or set of acts of pure speech, was it

(a) unprotected speech; or

(b) protected speech that the defendant knew, at the time of expression, would significantly and unreasonably increase the risk that listeners in the given context would physically harm third-parties, and the increase in risk to physical safety is not the result of political viewpoint?

__ Yes __ No

The conduct creating negligence liability under Question 3 may be expressive conduct that mixes expression and action without requiring the additional free speech analysis in this question. For example, the defendant’s expressive conduct may include decisions about the location or timing of protest activities. In cases of expressive conduct that mixes expression and action, the requirement of plaintiff physical injury in Question 1 already ensures that tort liability is designed to further a substantial government interest in physical security and civil recourse, unrelated to suppression of free expression. Also, Question 5 ensures that restrictions on First Amendment interests from the tort action will not unduly limit protest and expression.

However, if the conduct creating tort liability is pure speech, in which the risk of physical harm is based exclusively on the content of the message, as in the question here, the First Amendment places more weighty demands on protection of free speech. Under subsection (a), if the pure speech constitutes unprotected incitement or unprotected true threats
(as determined by their respective constitutional tests), the usual rules for tort duty should apply.

Moreover, under subsection (b), the court may consider liability even for protected speech if liability is narrowly tailored to instances where physical risks are non-speculative, and where the defendant was actually aware of the risk and consciously and unreasonably disregarded it. The radio station game that encouraged speeding in Section II.C would be an example. Courts willing to consider imposing liability based on defendant’s pure speech when defendant knowingly or recklessly creates a risk that listeners will engage in violence, must not engage in viewpoint discrimination, should be aware of the risk of chilling speech, and should ensure that there are ample opportunities for persons to engage in the American tradition of protest and provocative language. For example, lawful and constitutionally protected conduct, such as a lawful march, cannot ever form the basis of tort liability based on third party misconduct no matter how charged the event or cause may be. Likewise, speakers who make statements that seem to advocate violence, but are mixed or quickly followed up by admonitions not to engage in violence, may be immune to lawsuit based on the initial statements. To illustrate, an influential member of a political protest who repeatedly yells “F*** the police up!” during a time when the protest is teetering on the edge of becoming a riot will satisfy 4(b) no matter what the topic or viewpoint of the protest may be. If the protest itself concerns policing policy, a speaker may still satisfy 4(b) for the same reasons that a speaker at a pro-choice, Anti-NATO, or any other rally would be. Moreover, there are innumerable opportunities for an anti-police protester to use the exact same expression, including at protests that have not approached a tipping point.

5. Alternative Avenues of Expression

Were there ample alternatives for expressing the same message that would not have constituted tortious conduct?

__ Yes__ No

The tort theory purpose of this inquiry is to ensure that there was some “precaution”—that is, some reasonable alternative means of getting one’s point across—that serves as the basis for finding breach. The First Amendment purpose of this query is to ensure that strong political speech is not chilled. After all, if there are ample alternative methods to express disagreement and anger, the tort system will be able to channel...
political expression into those methods without deterring non-violent protest.

6. *Legitimacy of the Speech-Related Regulation and Its Enforcement*

If the defendant’s duty is based on a violation of a statute or ordinance, did the defendant violate a *valid and enforceable* law that is frequently enforced and not highly contested? If the defendant’s duty is based on common law, would the common law impose liability on similarly-situated others who are not engaging in protest? Is the law being fairly and neutrally enforced with respect to the protesters?

Yes ___ No ___

The idea that the state can punish those who protest in ways that are unreasonable in terms of time, place, and manner, presupposes that they *will* have opportunities to protest at a reasonable time, place, and manner. The state’s ability to make certain requirements with respect to protest, hinges on the idea that there is a right way to protest, and ways that are *not* appropriate.

If a law barred all protest, it would be unconstitutional. In the case of an invalid law, the defendant’s failure to follow the law could not form the basis of a tort duty.

Moreover, as with other forms of differential treatment, rules on the books must be enforced fairly, even when hated protesters are before the courts. Laws that are fair on their face must also be fair in practice. The Russian economic-loss liability decisions mentioned in the introduction are an example of tort liabilities that would fail all three of these questions.

7. *Several Liability*

Is the defendant in a system in which defendant would be held responsible only for a proportionate share of the damages caused by the defendant’s tortious conduct?

__Yes__ No

As discussed above, one reason to cautiously allow legal recourse for (and against) public officers is the changed nature of apportionment of responsibility for damages. If tort liability runs the risk of deterring even legitimate forms of protest due to caution or concern for error, the chilling effect will be mitigated, to at least some degree, when damages are reduced. Even when the third-party attacker(s) are not known or known but not named as defendants in the action, in many jurisdictions jurors can still assign a portion of the liability to those non-parties at...
fault. Thus, even a liable defendant may be responsible for only a proportionate share of the assessed damages.

**CONCLUSION: APPLYING THE ANALYSIS TO RECENT CONTROVERSIES**

The insights from this basic analysis—that courts must consider both tort liability questions and First Amendment questions in officer protest-related injury cases—seem straightforward. And yet, looking back at *Doe v. McKesson* and the civil actions against Donald Trump, courts have failed to fully address and reconcile physical safety and First Amendment issues.

In the Louisiana Supreme Court’s opinion in *Doe*, for example, the court addressed the key torts issues: Louisiana’s duty not to negligently precipitate the crime of a third party, and the abrogation of its professional rescuer’s doctrine. However, that court completely failed to address any First Amendment questions. As the concurrence wrote, “I wish to point out that this court is deferring to the federal court [ ] determination of whether McKesson benefits from protections afforded by the First Amendment.”137 This omission might seem understandable at first. In its certified questions, the Fifth Circuit had asked only for the state supreme court’s interpretation of its own tort law. Yet, the omission is still problematic because First Amendment constraints must shape the Louisiana common law negligence analysis itself, not only the limits that could have been imposed on it by the federal court.

The Louisiana Supreme Court drew no distinction between constitutionally protected and unprotected aspects of McKesson’s conduct. At times the court focused on McKesson’s own misfeasance in planning to block a highway, leading a group of people onto the highway, “intentionally breaking, and encouraging others to break, the law,” inciting violence, and intending to use protest to get “martial law declared.”138 Such conduct could warrant negligence liability. At other times, the court’s opinion did not clearly advise that the violence of others was relevant only to the extent that it informed McKesson’s knowledge that his own acts heightened the risk of third-party physical harm to others.139 That “activists [] pumped[] up the crowd,” and other “protesters [threw] . . . water bottles” could be relevant to McKesson’s state of mind or the reasonableness of his actions in that environment to the extent
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138. *Id.* at 528, 532.
139. *Id.* at 528 (plaintiffs alleged McKesson “knew or should have known” that the “demonstration and riot they staged would become violent.”).
that he was aware of those actions by others. But the actions of others could not themselves count as his misconduct.140

When the case returned to the Fifth Circuit to review for a second time, the circuit court addressed the First Amendment issues that the Louisiana Supreme Court neglected. However, in judging whether the cause of action was narrowly tailored to target the tortious activity, the court seemed to define the tort in many different ways. For example, the Fifth Circuit disclaimed respondeat superior because the plaintiff “could not show that McKesson had the right to direct the unidentified protester’s actions.”141 But then in the negligence claim, the circuit court went on to say that plaintiff’s allegations tend to support that the protest at issue was “a protest that McKesson personally directed at all times.”142

More concerning is that the court added that events, such as looting a store and a protester’s thrown rock, by themselves tend to suggest McKesson’s negligence. According to the court, “the fact that those events occurred under McKesson’s leadership support the assertion that [McKesson] organized and directed the protest in such a manner as to create an unreasonable risk that one protester would assault or batter Doe.”143 This last statement, that the criminal acts of protesters tend to speak to the question of the defendant leader’s negligence, sounds remarkably akin to res ipsa loquitur. But surely, in a case involving First Amendment rights, the plaintiff must prove defendant’s own negligence, and not infer it from the fact of violence during a protest in which more than one-hundred protesters were involved. In the Fifth Circuit’s decision, it is not at all clear that the creation of an “unreasonably dangerous condition” that is a “quintessential tort,” was blocking the highway outside a police station, planning tortious acts, or just having a large group of angry people gather together at night.

There are many other tort issues that the Fifth Circuit’s decision seems fuzzy about. The court writes that “Claiborne required only that the tortfeasor’s conduct be unlawful.”144 And yet, in a negligence case in which the duty is variously described as a duty “not to negligently precipitate the crime of a third person,” or merely a duty “not to lead a protest in a manner that is likely to incite,”145 (march participants? police? anyone who is angry about McKesson’s political views?), it is unclear where in the negligence case plaintiff must prove unlawful, and not

140. Id. at 527.
142. Id. at 288–89.
143. Id. at 289.
144. Id. at 295.
145. Id. at 285.
merely negligent conduct. There is no precision about the negligence case that is being pursued, let alone how that case will be tailored so that judge and jury account for First Amendment concerns. To be clear, such an appropriately tailored case may well exist. However, the opinions themselves do not reveal the necessary level of precision.

The consolidated civil cases against former President Trump in Blasingame too, must carefully analyze tort law under the constraints of the First Amendment. So far, it seems the court in the Trump cases may have the opposite problem of the McKesson decisions; the district court was so mindful of constitutional protections that it may have done a disservice to the officers’ legitimate tort law interests in protecting physical security and pursuing claims for redress.

Unlike the McKesson opinions, the district court in Blasingame was highly sensitive to the fact that Trump, if held liable, would bear responsibility for the physical assaults committed by third parties based on Trump’s expressive conduct. For example, the district court counseled that holding a defendant liable for negligence for injuries resulting from intervening criminal acts required foreseeability of criminal harm. But the court construed the foreseeability requirement in an exceptionally narrow way. According to the court, “The crux of heightened foreseeability is a showing of the defendant’s ‘increased awareness of the danger of a particular criminal act.’”\(^\text{146}\) Accordingly, the court concluded that plaintiffs could not meet such a demanding standard and dismissed plaintiffs’ negligence claim.\(^\text{147}\)

If such a narrow view of foreseeability were required by state tort law, the district court’s statement might make sense. But as the District of Columbia Court of Appeals has recently written,

> We have previously applied the heightened foreseeability standard only in the context of what we will call ‘pure’ failure-to-protect cases . . . . The bar for establishing heightened foreseeability in these pure failure-to-protect cases is relatively high, because we want to ‘limit the extent to which defendants become the insurers of others’ safety from criminal acts,’ and we do not want to invite an absurd sprawl of liability whereby everyone is responsible for preventing all crimes at all times. But this is not a pure failure-to-protect case . . . .\(^\text{148}\)

Rather, in that recent case, the plaintiff tenant “did not need to make a showing of heightened foreseeability of an intervening criminal act,” because he had alleged an affirmative act on the part of the landlords—that they had “affirmatively removed protections against criminality
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147. Id.
that [the tenant] had put in place.”\textsuperscript{149} In the cases concerning President Trump too, the negligence claim was based on allegations that President Trump’s affirmative acts heightened the risk of criminal harm by others, not that the former president simply had failed to protect the plaintiffs.

The tort law distinction between affirmative acts that work positive harm and a failure to protect is a critical distinction for courts to understand if they want to respect plaintiffs’ physical security interests, and not only make their decisions on the basis of free speech concerns. Because the issue of presidential immunity was the “sole issue” before the D.C. Circuit on appeal, whether subsequent decisions in the Trump cases better account for officers’ physical security remains to be seen.\textsuperscript{150}

As the facts and legal analyses in each of these cases (against McKesson and Trump) continue to develop, it is possible that one or both of them can hold up as a legitimate exercise of tort liability despite the significant First Amendment interests involved. Of course, it could also be the case that neither of them have sufficient facts to justify holding the organizer or de facto leader responsible for the misconduct and violence of other protestors.

But we think a consistent framework for analysis would be useful for courts to promote transparency in these highly-political cases and to buttress against ideologically-driven rationalization. We also think courts must provide civil justice to injured officers—holding liable those who heighten risks of physical injury to them, while also minimizing impacts on free speech. The difficulty of finding the right balance between these two sets of values is complicated and will only become more so as tort liability continues on its path away from the binary yes-or-no liability answers for which expressive constitutional standards have traditionally been designed.

With new tort actions being filed by officers, courts will surely have the chance to continue to learn about tort law and constitutional law in tandem. With new tort actions being filed by officers, courts will surely have the chance to continue to learn about tort law and constitutional law in tandem—to try and keep our society both safe and free.

\textsuperscript{149} Id. at 979.

\textsuperscript{150} Blassingame v. Trump, 87 F.4th 1 (D.C. Cir. 2023).